DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

AUGUST 2011

Dear Droners & Lovers of thee UN-LIMITED music!
Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for AUGUST 2011, the 5th "Newsflash"-update this year!
Soon out: an exciting new release in our SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA-series: (AD)VANCE(D) - "24"
10inch vinyl (SUB-15)
the Dutch master of loopy trance-inducing collages (ex VANCE ORCHESTRA) has collected field recordings from a full day of his existence and processed them to form an atmospheric travelogue. The aural world seen
from a subsconscious perspective. Great cover-collage by ROBERT SCHALINSKI (COLUMN ONE). 500 copies pressed in "flamed solid white & black" colour. Planned release date: 23.August 2011. PRE ORDER NOW !
Other recommendations: A new TROUM picture 7" with incredible "sea & sand" gel-cover, a stunning new album from French composer MATHIAS DELPLANQUE working in the tradition of using processed field recordings,
a surprising & powerful album from FEINE TRINKERS BEI PINKELS DAHEIM, two albums by ELLEN FULLMAN (one in collab with BARN OWL) using her remarkable Long String Instrument (a must for any minimal drone
lover), a double LP by RICK REED, a great drone piece from the archives of ELIANE RADIGUE from 1973, the re-issue of one of our favourite AIDAN BAKER-albums, "Noise of Silence", a lovely album by Norwegian
ALEXANDER RISHAUG on Dekorder, impressive apocalyptic / occult dark ambient from EMME YA on Cold Spring, a very limited LP of ALLAN ZANA aka WYRMS new project SOLUMENATA, a late discovered great split
CDR by GYDJA & CTHEPIN, fantastic new dark ambient acts RASALHAGUE and FALSE MIRROR on Malignant, (as a late discovery) a beautiful drone-album by GEOFF GERSH on Pauline Oliveros label, and rare &
great releases from some true underground & DIY labels like ROIL NOISE, TAALEM, BRUIT CLAIR, MIND FLARE, HELEN SCARSDALE... + new albums by industrial legends MILITIA, ANEMONE TUBE, BRIGHTER
DEATH NOW, Italians LARSEN, JOHANN JOHANNSSON, DATASHOCK, a FENNESZ 10", pure guitar drones on an new LP by AIDAN BAKER; a limited NWW LP, IDEA FIRE COMPANY, some re-listings, a new
TESTCARD, T-Shirts, and and and..
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL
mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening
to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays,
thanks a lot ! WE ARE ALL DRONES ! BaraKa[H]
NR. - TITLE - FORMAT - LABEL & CAT-NR - REL.-YEAR? - EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS - PRICE - MORE INFO WWW
1 3/4 HADBEENELIMINATED - Oblivion CD Die Schachtel DSZeit11 2010 experimental, psychedelic, dreamy soundscapes from this Italian collective feat. STEFANO PILIA & CLAUDIO ROCCHETTI; a meeting of
traditional instruments & live electronics.. 14,00 www.dieschachtel.com
2 A STORM OF LIGHT - Untitled LP Latitudes GMT 0:23V 2011 4 track LP feat. two cover-versions of JOY DIVISION & BIG BLACK songs ! Lim. 1000 13,50 www.southern.net
3 A WAKE A WEEK - Through line mCD-R Taalem alm 74 2011 4 tracks of melancholic, low-fi electronic ambience, behind A WAKE A WEEK is DAVID DANDO-MOORE also known as DETRITUS. Another interesting
act on TAALEM to discover ! 5,00 www.taalem.org
4 AMBARCHI, OREN & JIM O'ROURKE - Indeed LP Editions Mego DeMego 021 2011 first duo-album, one long acoustic exploration, recorded in Tokyo January 2011 15,00 www.editionsmego.com
5 ANEMONE TUBE - Death over China CD Silken Tofu STX.19 2011 "we are the servants of material progress" - a dark & apocalyptic concept-work based on field recordings made in China; lim. ed. 731 copies, comes in
a deluxe 5 panel folder with metallic / black print 13,00 www.silkentofu.org
6 BAKER, AIDAIN - Pure Drone (Drone Compendium One) LP Beta-lactam Ring Records mt249 2011 Killer-release by the NADJA-half, two side-long transcension drones that evolve like a living organism, created
entirely on guitar... first part of the "Drone Compendium-series", lim. 400, 180gr vinyl, very nice & thick sleeves!! 15,00 www.blrrecords.com
7 BAKER, AIDAN - Noise of Silence CD Essence Music ESS015 2011 re-issue of deleted CDR from 2007; one of his true experimental masterpieces, much more noisy & overwhelming as usual, with endless cascades of
echo-sounds... highly recommended !! comes in oversized gatefold cover, very nice designed 14,00 www.essence-music.com
8 BAKER, AIDAN - Still Life CD Primary Numbers PRIMA 002 2011 Again a new direction: this is a kind of nightshade Ambient-Jazz, using piano, drums & bass, all played by himself, droney & minimal & haunting,
somewhere between BOHREN & NECKS maybe, Aquarius Rec. call it "Hypno-Jazz".. 14,00 www.primary-numbers.com
9 BARN OWL & THE INFINITE STRINGS ENSEMBLE - The Headlands CD Important Records IMPREC335 2011 collaboration of ELLEN FULLMANs LONG STRINGS ENSEMBLE (together with THERESA WONG on
Cello) & BARN OWL; long sustained drones, highly elevated, moving towards infinity... these are pure ethereal poly-waves, deeply resonancing... highly recommended for any minimal drone lover !! 13,00
10 BIANCHI, MAURIZIO - OIRT EMO-DNE MC Mirror Tapes MT009 2011 re-issue of previously unreleased private cassette from 1981 containing sound sketches to shape the future "Endometrio" album; professional
cover & edition by this label from Malaysia (!) 10,00
11 BIG CITY ORCHESTRA - Love is... CD-R Roil Noise RNOCDR119 2011 MELODIES OF LOVE! B.C.O. re-interpretates famous love songs, incredible stuff again! Features lots of guest-musicians and the "Sound
Effects Library # 23"; full colour pro CDr, professional cover & duplication 9,00 http://roilnoise.com
12 BJ NILSEN & STILLUPPSTEYPA - Big Shadow Montana LP Helen Scarsdale Agency HMS020 2011 spectral surrealism-drones, dusty ambience, almost amorphous sounds with hidden melodies & hardly
recognizable structures & a somehow melancholic / nostalgic / hallucinogenic flair, always pouring out of your consciousness... already the sixth album by this fruitful collaboration-unit... limited vinyl edition incl. download
code 14,00 www.helenscarsdale.com
13 BLACKSHAW, JAMES - O True Believers CD Important Records IMPREC084 2006 second full length album by the 12-string guitar master; 4 long beautiful acoustic guitar drone tracks 13,00
14 BREITHAUPT, NIKA // THORSTEN SOLTAU & HERR PENSCHUCK - Song for Tristesse / Die verlorene TI-Jazz Symphonie 7" m.m.label VINYL 04 2011 fourth volume in this nice series of split & collaboration 7"es
with / by THORSTEN SOLTAU; = unusual concrete instrumental audio-collages using a musical clock and "Kreiselbox", the NIKA BREITHAUPT piece is a soundart-composition for the "intermediate", using slideprojectors; lim / numbered 100 copies 9,00 http://aemag.virb.com/mailorder
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15 BRIGHTER DEATH NOW - Breaking down Nihil-Live do-CD Der Angriff Nr. 39 2011 recordings of two live-shows that happened Sept. 2009 in Moscow & St. Petersburg when BDN performed with Russian artists
together, for a unique performance : ANTHESTERIA, LAMIAVOX, BARDOSENETICCUBE, 414; lim. 450 copies / embossed fold out cover 18,00
16 CHION, MICHEL - La vie en prose do-CD Brocoli 009 2011 a new "concrete symphony" composed 2006-2011 in four parts, using sounds collected in the past 40 years ! 20,00 www.brocoli.org
17 CHUBBY WOLF - Los Que No Son Gentos CD-R Dragon's Eye Recordings de5035 2011 unreleased solo-album of DANIELLE BAQUET-LONGs project, the former half of CELER; almost contourless amorphous softdrones, moving like clouds in the sky; lim. 200 10,00 www.dragonseyerecordings.com
18 CINDYTALK - Silver ("We Dream in Colour pt. 1") 7" Tourette Records tourette 023 2011 first part in the "We Dream in Colour" series, presenting 7 acts working on different colours (combined with live-shows in
Athens, Greece); this is the first part, colour: SILVER. Edition of 300 10,00 www.touretterecords.com
19 CTEPHIN + MYSTIFIED - Diminished CD-R Roil Noise RNOCDR041 2006 impressive surrealist ambience from CTEPHIN (one of their best pieces we know), more dark & droney minimalism using water-sounds from
MYSTIFIED 7,00 http://roilnoise.com
20 CYCLOBE - Wounded Galaxies tap at the Window CD Phantom Code NAOS 01 2011 new album by the duo of OSSIAN BROWN & STEPHEN THROWER (know from various early COIL-releases and lately with
UNICAZÜRN); CD version finally available ! 14,50 www.cyclobe.com
21 D'INCISE - Lethargie & autres animaux rugueux CD Audiotong atcd04 2010 full album by this project known from the LP on INI.ITU, comes with oversized cardboard cover 12,00 www.audiotong.net
22 DATASHOCK - Pyramiden von Gießen do-LP Dekorder 052 2011 newest album by this neo-psych / kraut / drone ensemble from Germany, more song-oriented as before but still creating trancy otherworlds; and
JULIAN COPE loves it too! Comes in gatefold-cover 18,00 www.dekorder.de
23 DELPLANQUE, MATHIAS - Passeports CD Bruit Clair BC 03 / Cronica 048 2010 Sound-visions from travelling! 7 tracks using field recordings from various transport-related locations around France and India as sound
sources, further processed to dense & subtle drone-ambient compositions full of elegance & beauty. Highly recommended album by this French sound-researcher, nice priced !! 10,00 www.bruitclair.com
24 DISSECTING TABLE / MATTHIAS GRASSOW & TOMAS WEISS - split LP Psych.KG 037 2011 PSYCH.KG makes it possible: Japan noise & German esoteric ambience combined on one split-LP, with covers
handpainted by handicapped children! Lim. 100, only very few in stock, second part in the "A-Childs-Color-Play" series (first was by RAPOON / RELAPXYCH.0 - still available last copies!) 20,00 www.psych-kg.de
25 DRUMM, KEVIN - Imperial Distortion 3 x LP Hospital Productions HOS134LP 2011 the drone-masterpiece of KEVIN DRUMM, now as limited vinyl edition, lim. 300 white vinyl 35,00 www.hospitalproductions.com
26 ECCLESIASTICAL SCAFFOLDING - In Retrospect CD-R Mindless Eye ME 001CDRL 1999 some copies RE-FOUND! Rare self-released CD-R by this Australian Drone Records artist! Contains material from the selftitled cassette on Extreme Records (1987) and other hard to find stuff + unreleased material! Lim & numberered ed. of 50 copies / handassembled cardboard cover & printed insert 10,00 www.mindlesseye.com
27 EMMANUEL, JD - Wizards LP Important Records IMPREC305 2010 legendary US American "cosmic synth ambient" artist; re-issue of second album from 1982, lim. 500 16,00 www.importantrecords.com
28 EMME YA - Atavistic Dreams & Phallic Totems CD Cold Spring Records CSR127CD 2011 DARK TRIP MUSIC! Dark Ambient project from South America (Columbia) with an impressive album, extreme unsettling,
surrealistic & intense stuff, inspired by the African DOGON tribe. A must for dark ambient fans who like it occult & apocalyptic ! Incl. booklet with extensive liner-notes 12,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
29 ENGLISH, LAWRENCE - Kiri No Oto LP Digitalis DIGIV031 2011 vinyl-version of the Touch-CD (2008), lim. 500 16,50 www.digitalisindustries.com
30 EZRAMO - Come ho imparato a volare LP Corvo Records core 002 2011 using the sounds of larvae during their transformation into flies as well as instrumental recordings (voice, piano, zither, bells) and
environmental sounds (i.e. an Easter procession in a small village in Italy), this female project from Berlin interprets the concept of "metamorphosis" on different levels... lim. 300, nice gatefold cover 16,00
31 FALSE MIRROR - Derelict World CD Malignant Records TUMORCD47 2010 third epic album by this German (?) dark ambient project, very carefully created tracks using lots of fields recordings & various instrumental
sources, a stunning journey into desolated atmospheres... comes with 20p booklet incl. a short story by BJ N SPRINGORUM. 12,50 www.malignantrecords.com
32 FAUST - Nobody knows if it ever happened DVD Ankstmusik ANKST 117 2006 hard to find DVD with a 90 min. concert-film (documenting a live show that happened at the Garage in London 1st. Dec. 1996), plus an
exclusive 48min. "behind the scenes" film and FLASHBACK CARUSO (bonus performance) 16,00
33 FEAR FALLS BURNING - The Rainbow mirrors a burning Heart LP Auf Abwegen aatp17 2006 numb. ed. 300 copies / live-recording from October 2005 in Cologne / BACK IN STOCK last copies 15,00
34 FEINE TRINKERS BEI PINKELS DAHEIM - Die Legende vom Heiligen Trinker CD Silken Tofu stx.18 2011 FTBPD is permanently reframing & expanding his own musical bounds - unusual electronic rhythms, female
voice-material, creepy & dark atmospheric stuff ! But also more powerful ambient Industrial with surprising moments... excellent stuff again, highly recommended! 13,00 www.silkentofu.org
35 FENNESZ - Seven Stars 10" Touch Tone 44V 2011 new 4-track 10" feat. STEVEN HESS 10,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk
36 FERRARI, LUC - Cycle des Souvenirs CD Blue Chopsticks BC8 2002 sound and image installation for 6 CD-players and 5 video projectors, a late FERRARI piece combining all of his previous concepts to one allembracing multimedia-piece ! Incl. 12 page booklet with liner notes by DAVID GRUBBS 13,00 www.dragcity.com
37 FERRARI, LUC - Far-west News (1998-99) Episodes 2 and 3 CD Blue Chopsticks BC16 2006 Pieces from 1998-1999 based on field recordings FERRARI made at the US west-coast; similar to this classic album
"Presque Rien" this is a kind of "poetic musique concrete" using lots of voice-material & atmospheric surroundings... 13,00 www.dragcity.com
38 FERRARI, LUC - Interrupteur / Tautologos 3 CD Blue Chopsticks BC1 1999 re-issue of LP from 1970 - two great instrumental pieces including electric organs - full of tension & dynamics 13,00 www.dragcity.com
39 FERRARI, LUC - Les Arythmiques CD Blue Chopsticks BC19 2009 one of the last works of the great French composer, who died August 2005 - co-founder of the GRM with PIERRE SCHAEFFER and pioneer of using
field recordings in modern compositions - inspired by an electrocardiogram of his cardiac arrhythmia 13,00 www.dragcity.com
40 FRISCH, JOHANNES & RALF WEHOWSKY - Unwahrscheinlichkeiten CD Waystyx w64 2010 Three pieces rec. between 2004 - 2009 by JOHANNES FRISCH on Contrabass & RALF WEHOWSKY (RLW) doing
Electronics & Percussion and further processing; comes in crazy 3D cardboard cover, lim. 188 copies 16,00
41 FULLMAN, ELLEN - Through Glass Panes CD Important Records IMPREC336 2011 four new pieces by the US American minimalist, known for her "Long String Instrument" invention - unique sounding drone-muzak
with additional cello & violin 13,00 www.importantrecords.com
42 GARIN, STEPHANE & SYLVESTRE GOBART - Gurs. Drancy. Gare de Bobigny. Auschwitz. Birkenau. Chelmno-Kulmhof. Majdaneck. Sobibor. Treblinka. do-CD Bruit Clair BC06 / Gruenrekorder Gruen085
2011 ambitious soundart-project presenting recent field recordings made at various sites of Nazi concentration camps and places of deportation in Poland and France, in order to recover & reinvest the memory and
break off with the collective iconography; a collaboration between sound artist STEPHANE GARIN & photographer SYLVESTRE GOBART, contains various photo-prints & inlays 15,00 www.bruitclair.com
43 GERSH, GEOFF - These Predicaments CD Deep Listening DL-CD-42 2009 composer from New York creating really captivating, polyphonic spectral drones, melancholic & beautiful; based on guitar, zither,
manipulated field recordings. To discover !! 12,00 www.deeplistening.org
44 GIBELLO, EMMANUELLE - Labyrinthe | c104gotoN901 CD Bruit Clair BC05 2011 debut CD for this female composer and visual artist from Paris - creating highly original experimental pieces based on field
recordings, new technology use & synthetic sounds, inspired also by literature; another interesting album on MATHIAS DELPLANQUEs label to discover ! Lim. 300 10,00 www.bruitclair.com
45 GLASS OUT - Never force a left handed Child 12" Lumberton Trading Company LUMB016 2011 debut-release of this new project from UK (3 tracks, over 30 min playtime) creating dense atmospheric electronic music
(using bassy pulses but not real beats); one track feat. JHONN BALANCE with a reading of the Coil-manifesto; lim. numb. 300 copies with extra inlay 12,50 www.lumberton-trading.com
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46 GYDJA + THEE GIRLS OV CTEPHIN - The Blue-Lidded Daughter of Sunset CD-R Roil Noise RNOCDR108 2009 split CDR by three girls of the CTEPHIN community with the mysterious GYDJA from New Zealand;
dark waves of almost orchestral, heavily processed synths, dream-ambient at its best ! 9,00 http://roilnoise.com
47 HAFLER TRIO - A Ec Ad Halda Afram? mCD Important Records IMPREC 050 2005 very last copies of this special packed H30 item back in stock! lim. 500 special gatefold cover 10,00 www.importantrecords.com
48 HAFLER TRIO - Only the hand that erases can write the true thing do-10" Small Voices SVV002 2004 lim. 500 clear vinyl, beautiful textured cover. Last copies in stock, the label is no longer active !! 18,00
49 HAUS ARAFNA - New York Rhapsody LP Galakthorrö 2011 recordings made as a soundtrack to a show for the New York Fashion Week in September 2009; lim. vinyl edition with exquisite artwork 22,50
50 HENNIX, CATHERINE CHRISTER - The Electric Harpsichord CD & BOOK Die Schachtel DSART 10 2010 already the second edition of this re-discovered minimal drone piece from 1976, influenced by LA MONTE
YOUNG & PANDIT PRAN NATH; comes in a box with book feat. poems and an essay by HENRY FLYNT; highly praised by GLENN BRANCA and other reviewers, these are unique pulsing drone-ragas for pure
contemplation experiences... 19,50 www.dieschachtel.com
51 HORSEBACK / LOCRIAN - New dominions LP Utech Records URLP066 2011 dark & heavy experimental drones, a collaborative release with two long pieces, lim. 300 18,50 www.utechrecords.com
52 ID BATTERY - Unique Ancient Tavern LP Ecstatic Yod Records FYPL 35 1997 Rarity ! back in stock few copies of the first LP by Drone Rec. artist ID BATTERY (=LOREN CHASSE & BRANDON LABELLE)! Very
quiet, minimal micro-drone & object-sound, weird instrumental mixtures and absolute mysterious & obscure at times noisy sound-realms lead to a unique acoustic journey... one of those records you can hear over and
over again but you'll never really understand whats going on.. 15,00
53 IDEA FIRE COMPANY - Music from the Impossible Salon LP KYE Records KYE 010 2011 new material by IFCO recorded end of 2010; lim. 300 16,00
54 IF, BWANA - Assemble.Age! CD Mutablemusic MUTABLE 17540-2 2010 Five new pieces of "Mutant Chamber Music", a meeting of modern classical music, industrial & musique concrete, by this long active USAmerican project, as usual always uncategorizable & exciting stuff, using much voice-material !! Featuring LISA BARNARD KELLEY on most recordings 13,00 www.mutablemusic.com
55 JOHANNSSON, JOHANN - Miners' Hymns do-LP 130701 / Fat Cat Records LP13-13 2011 collaboration between JOHANN JOHANNSSON & filmmaker BILL MORRISON for a 16-piece brass ensemble, church organ
& electronics, recorded live at DURHAM Cathedral in Sept. 2010; a tribute to the social history of coal mining; incl. MP3 download coupon 18,00 www.fat-cat.co.uk
56 KOJI, SAITO - Early Works CD-R Kokeshidisk kodi 13 2011 pure meditation & contemplation guitar-drones from Japan; re-issue of three long sold out CDRs, first edition 100 copies, oversized cover 9,00
57 KRISTUS KUT - Butterfly King CD Mind Flare Media MFM004 2010 debut CD (after numerous CD-Rs and online releases) for this dutch neo-pagan, voodoo-trance & sex-ritual ambient group; very minimal, obsessive
& repetitive noises & chants for the ultimate sexual & religious liberation 12,00 www.mindflaremedia.com
58 LAIDAIN, GUILLAUME - Instants Mobiles CD Bruit Clair BC04 2010 a series of vivid "acoustic photographs" derived from field recordings of an old factory in Bordeaux (now a cultural center); comes with 9 full-colour
inlays for each sound picture; voices, objectsounds & daily atmospherics are combined in a fruitful way... 10,00 www.bruitclair.com
59 LARSEN - Cool Cruel Mouth CD Important Records IMPREC325 2011 9th studio album by the outstanding Italian group, feat. ANNIE ANXIETY on vocals and BABY DEE; described as a cross between GODSPEED
YOU BLACK EMPOROR & SWANS 13,00 www.importantrecords.com
60 LARSEN and FRIENDS - Abeceda LP Behind S.R.B. 1-1 2010 LARSEN with the help of DAVID TIBET (voice), BABY DEE, JULIA KENT & JOHANN JOHANNSON; live-recording made in Torino Sept. 2006, lim. ed.
333 copies incl. nice booklet 19,50 www.behind-srb.de
61 LILES, ANDREW - As if Punk Rock never happened / Pretty vague cunt pic-7" Dirter Promotions DPROMEP81 2011 THE CENSORED DISC ! Released for the "International Record Store Day 2011" and as a
'commemorative" item for the Royal wedding on April 29; one side of this picture disc showed originally distorted pictures of CHARLES & DIANA and has been censored by the manufacturer! You can see the
uncensored (& great) artwork at the Dirter-webpage. 11,50 www.dirter.co.uk
62 LOCRIAN - The Crystal World do-LP Utech Records URLP056 2011 third epic work by this promising US-project (combining elements of post-industrial, ambient, doom), titled after JG BALLARDS fantastic novel. lim.
vinyl version now available 19,00 www.utechrecords.com
63 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO / ZAN HOFFMAN - Concert for 300 Magnetic Tapes MC The Tapeworm TTW 030 2011 extractions from a crazy concert both gave in 1994, when they played 200 cassettes they got from artists
from around the globe simultaneously; re-edited & re-master 2010, lim. 300 copies 8,50
64 MARCHETTI, LIONEL - Alpha Z Centauris MC Mirror Tapes MT010 2011 three older compositions on this C-30, lim. 250, professional edition & duplication, import from Malaysia (!) 9,00
65 MATHIEU, STEPHAN - To describe George Washington Bridge 10" Dekorder 051 2011 Atmospheric Nostalgia! Follower-release to the nice "The Key to Kingdom" 10" from 2009 using a similar concept & design, this
time based on old G.F.HĎDEL records from 1912 & 1946 10,00 www.dekorder.de
66 MERZBOW - Camouflage CD Essence Music ESS012 2009 recordings from 2007, comes in mini-gatefold sleeve; lim. 800; on the Brasilian ESSENCE MUSIC label known for exquisite designs! 13,00
67 MERZBOW / ACHIM WOLLSCHEID - Eleven live collaborations CD Selektion SCD 010 1992 back in stock last copies of this classic SELEKTION-album, 11 different versions of the same piece recorded live at
different dates in Tokyo July 1992 10,00 www.selektion.com
68 MERZBOW / MAMIFFER / HOUSE OF LOW CULTURE - Lou Lou...in Tokyo do-LP SIGE Records SIGE007 2011 different & surprising collaborations by these three projects, rec. in Tokyo March 2010; luxurious
cover, numbered ed. 330 copies 29,50 http://sigerecords.blogspot.com/
69 MILITIA - Archive Collection 1996-1997 CD Neuropa Records NRP27 2010 collection of material from the "War against Society" 3LP compilation (1997), the "Pain/Familiedrama" 7" (1997) and "Kingdom of our Lord"
maxi-CD (1996) (all released by PRAXIS DR. BEARMAN) by the very political / anarchist Industrialists from Belgium, fighting with powerful & agitating percussive noise for a really free society 13,00 www.neuropa.be
70 MILITIA - Power ! Progaganda ! Production ! CD-BOX Neuropa Records NRP29 2011 after long break a new studio album by the cult anarchist noisers from Belgium, comes with mini-poster & booklet in big
cardboard box; refined dramatic & epic percussive Industrial using many found sounds, speeches and ethnic sound-materials 16,00 www.neuropa.be
71 MOLJEBKA PVLSE - Duhka CD Isoramara I0001 2003 BACK IN STOCK the third album, contains a great minimal drone one-tracker; special oversized cover, lim. 300, numbered edition 13,00 www.moljebka.com
72 MORPHOGENESIS - same MC Sound of Pig SOP 77 1987 the VERY FIRST release of the legendary British impro-ensemble feat. MICHAEL PRIME & ADAM BOHMAN, six extracts from different live-shows that
happened in 1986. 90 minutes playtime! DIY-cover 7,50 www.pogus.com/catalogue_sop.html
73 MULTER - Daghällmy LP Genesungswerk # 2 1998 Back in stock, the debut-LP of this German ambient / experimental band. Refined minimalism. 12,00 www.genesungswerk.de
74 MULTER - Popout 7" Genesungswerk GW14 2001 back in stock, the sister 7" to the Drone Rec. 7", lim. 200 6,00 www.genesungswerk.de
75 MULTER - Wenn Schauzeichen erscheint, sind die SYSTEME gekuppelt! 10" Auf Abwegen travel_document # 5 2003 BACK IN STOCK this stunning MULTER release, "a bath made of high-pitched rhythmic
electronics and shining guitartunes, very dry and intense, illuminated somehow ..." lim. 500 copies 9,00 www.aufabwegen.de
76 MULTER - [Multer] T-SHIRT Genesungswerk 200x BLACK shirt, white Multer logo, on request, sizes M, L, or longsleeve L 15,00 www.genesungswerk.de
77 N / SEGMENT - Karnap 7" Genesungswerk gw13 2001 lovely split 7" of two MULTER-members; ed. of 300, back in stock! 6,00 www.genesungswerk.de
78 NADJA & GALENA - Konstruktion LP ADAGIO 830 #63 2011 collab-recordings with Oaklands (CA) GALENA - very dark, droney, noisy, and furiously rocking on Side B.. excellent stuff 12,50 www.adagio830.de
79 NEW BLOCKADERS / THURSTON MOORE / JIM O'ROURKE - The Voloptulist maxi-CD Hospital Productions HOS144 2007 back in stock this unusual collaboration work (2 pieces) 10,00
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80 NOBLE, MARGARET - Frakture LP Margaretnoble.net 2010 very political & ambitious recordings from this Californian based artist - inspired by GEORGE ORWELLs "1984" vision of a totally controlled society she
creates ambient / rhythmic / electronic tracks with the use of ORWELLs texts and other voice material, politician speeches & found sounds from the "modern" society... 12,00 http://orwellremix.com
81 NURSE WITH WOUND - Salt LP United Dirter DPROMLP80 2011 original installation recordings made for the exhibition of STEVEN STAPLETON & DAVID TIBET at the Horse Hospital Gallery in London 2002 (that
later became the great great "Salt Marie Celeste"! ); lim. 500 clear vinyl with full colour insert 18,50 www.dirter.co.uk
82 NURSE WITH WOUND - Who can I turn to Stereo etc. do-CD Jnana Records 2011 newly re-mastered & expanded version of this classic NWW-album from 1996, plus rare & unreleased material & new artwork 16,50
83 ORSI, FABIO - Light was the Day mCD-R Taalem alm 77 2011 nicely flowing one-tracker by the Italian ambien transformer.. using field recordings, filters, guitars, effects.. 5,00 www.taalem.org
84 PHAENON - His Master's Voice CD Malignant Records TUMORCD45 2010 alien & isolationistic electro-drones & rather quiet but brooding bleak black ambience, inspired by STANISLAV LEMs novel of the same
name; the second album by this promising dark ambient act 12,50 www.malignantrecords.com
85 PHURPA - Trowo Phurnag Ceremony do-LP SOMA 001 2011 Russian group around ALEXEI TEGIN creating Tibetan ritual music; re-issue of deleted CD from 2008; the first release on STEPHEN O'MALLEYs new
label !! 19,50
86 PILIA, STEFANO - Action Silence Prayers CD Die Schachtel ZEIT07CD 2008 atmospheric & minimal solo-guitar pieces (with additional piano at times) in the way of N, AIDAN BAKER or OREN AMBARCHI, quiet &
almost poetic.. nice album by the 3/4HADBEENELIMINATED-member 14,00 www.die-schachtel.de
87 POINTS OF FRICTION - Afterlife DNA Finger-Painting CD Melon Expander 003 2007 project around JOSEPH HAMMER (of LOS ANGELES FREE MUSIC SOCIETY, and lately DIMMER with THOMAS DIMUZIO)
originally build in 1981; here re-formed with four other players doing uncategorizable "crazed out" impro-soundart-pieces using all kinds of instruments, objects & electronics. Very vivid, surprising, disturbing, difficult
stuff... recorded 2004, their second album, probably last copies!! 13,50
88 QUIN, DOUGLAS & DAVID ROTHENBERG - Before the War CD Earth Ear ee9052 2000 older work of DOUGLAS QUIN, known for his fantastic field recordings, in collaboration with DAVID ROTHENBERG and other
musicians; a kind of "earth Jazz" is created, using melodies from various cultures, groovy & exotic ! 13,00
89 RACHEL'S - The Sea and the Bells do-LP Quarterstick Records Qs38 1996 third album available again, now with MP3 download code; a truly masterpiece of instrumental neo-chamber music with experimental
influences (adding field recordings, etc.) -, very "filmic", at times dramatic, and full of warm nostalgia and melancholy... 21,00 www.quarterstickrecords.com
90 RADIGUE, ELIANE - Transamorem Transmortem CD Important Records IMPREC337 2011 almost unknown work from 1973 performed at "The Kitchen" in New York City 1974; 67 min. one-tracker with very minimal
meditation drones using the ARP synthesizer, slowly changing pure contemplation sounds! Comes with archival pics & images & liner notes by EMMANUEL HOLTERBACH 13,00 www.importantrecords.com
91 RAIONBASHI // DANIELA FROMBERG & STEFAN ROIGK - Der Strick / Blowing up the Master's Workshop LP Senufo Edition # seventeen 2011 two radical noiseart-projects from Berlin on this split LP on
GIUSEPPE IELASI's label; RAIONBASHI has created again a very dense piece full of tension, using gong-like drones & animal sounds... the B-Side is a nice "Geräuschmusik-collage" by to multidisciplinary artists using
many hardly recognizable concrete sounds, inspired by a work of MAX ERNST... lim. 280 copies, great cover-art, great record !! 16,00 www.senufoeditions.com
92 RASALHAGUE - Rage inside the Window CD Malignant Records TUMORCD49 2011 debut-album of promising US dark ambient project, rather quiet but extremely isolated & dark menacing atmospheres with some
great structures & tunes... comes in 6-panel full colour DVD digipak. really recommended for any dark ambient fan ! 12,50 www.malignantrecords.com
93 REED, RICK - The Way Things go do-LP Elevator Bath eeaoa035 2011 a collection of evocative, very "electric" polydrone-compositions (using mainly analogue synths, sine wave generators & radio waves) rec. 20012010 by this highly interesting US American artist also working as a painter; comes in gatefold cover displaying a square landscapes of his paintings; edition of 515 copies + download card 20,00 www.elevatorbath.com
94 RISHAUG, ALEXANDER - Shadow of Events LP Dekorder 053 2011 minimal ambient electronica at its best - sometimes more low-fi droney, sometimes sparsely harmonic & melancholic, connected by obscure field
CD VERSION AVAILABLE FOR SAME PRICE !
recordings... composer from Oslo, Norway; vinyl version lim. 300 13,00 www.dekorder.de
96 RLW - Acht CD Selektion SCD 008 1992 back in stock last copies of this early RLW-classic, on the legendary SELEKTION label ! 10,00 www.selektion.com
97 RUHLMANN, MATHIEU & BANKS BAILEY - Anaadiih CD-R 3LEAVES 3L006 2011 THE MOON DISAPPEARING: the Canadian field recording magician in collab with BANKS BAILEY; lim. 100, comes in very special
oversized cardboard folder with banderole, inlay, glued cover-pic 10,00 www.3leaves-label.com
98 RUTMAN, ROBERT - 1939 CD Pogus P21017-2 1998 re-release of the long deleted Pogus LP from 1989, plus bonus-material! Ethno-tribal & droning pieces created with tablas, buzz chimes, and RUTMANs self build
"Single String Steel Cello" & his Tibetan monk-like voice 13,00 www.pogus.com
99 RV PAINTINGS - Samoa Highway LP Helen Scarsdale Agency HMS019 2010 second album for this Canadian Psych-Ambient duo (feat. one member of STARVING WEIRDOS), vast atmospheric "magic moment"dream drones for fans of LABRADFORD or STARS OF THE LID, etc. ; lim. 500 incl. download code 14,00 www.helenscarsdale.com
100 SEWER GODDESS - Disciples of Shit CD Black Plague INFECT08 2011 dark & sludgy Industrial-Noise-"Rock" from Boston, very low-fi & apocalyptic & massive using distorted bass, guitars, female voice / screams,
electronics & percussion... think of WOLF EYES, HUMAN QUENA ORCHESTRA, even old SWANS.... great, authentic death-noise! Second full-length CD ! 12,50 www.malignantrecords.com
101 SHIFT / ANEMONE TUBE - Dark Waters 7" Unrest Productions UNPREP03 2011 British apolalyptic / doom noise project working on ANEMONE TUBE-material from the recent "Dream Landscape" album; very dark &
droney stuff, great cover! Lim / numb. only 111 copies ! 10,00 www.unrestproductions.co.uk
102 SKULLFLOWER - Fucked on a Pile of Corpses CD Cold Spring Records CSR151CD 2011 the title says it all, a real dirty acoustic voyage to wash your head from the INSIDE; a mix between low fi distortion swamp
rock and low-fi power electronics, not for weak hearts ! 12,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
103 SKULLFLOWER - Fucked on a Pile of Corpses T-SHIRT Cold Spring Records 2011 RED shirt with the motive from the album; high quality shirt, sizes L or XL 18,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
104 SLEEP RESARCH FACILITY - Sleep Research Facility T-SHIRT Cold Spring Records 2011 BLACK shirt with the SRF logo, high quality heavy cotton shirt, sizes L or XL 18,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
105 SLOWDIVE - Just for a Day LP Music on Vinyl MOVLP354 2011 re-issue of this classic album from 1991 (their debut / Creation Rec.) by the very influental British "Showgaze" band - heavenly guitars, heavenly
voices, endless spaces, deepest melancholia & beauty !! 180gr pressing - high price unavoidable 20,00 www.musiconvinyl.com
106 SOLUMENATA - Aeriform LP SEALT S4 2011 great debut-album of new project feat. Drone Records artist WYRM, Liz Lang (AURACENE) and PBK; lim. 88 copies (numbered) on grey vinyl, comes in ultra heavy
cardstock cover with embossing & two glued full colour pics. Transcendental ambient-noise full of mysterious sounds and hidden harmonies!! Highly recommended! On new Russian label 15,00 www.sealt.su
107 STARS OF THE LID - Music for Nitrous Oxide CD Sedimental SEDCD 023 1995 re-pressing of first glorious SOTL - CD, back in stock ! 13,00 www.sedimental.com
108 STOCKHAUSEN, KARLHEINZ - Mantra do-LP Doxy Music DOZ408 2011 one of his key-works from 1970, exploring the idea of a musical "mantra" by using repetitive patterns; 180gr vinyl, numbered ed. of 500 copies
only! 23,50 www.doxymusic.com
109 TAGG, DAVID - Return of the Light mCD-R Taalem alm 75 2011 overwhelming amorphous guitar-drones, very wide & expanded & full of shimmering overtunes... highly recommended if you like stuff like TROUM,
etc.. 5,00 www.taalem.org
110 TARKATAK - Mormor CD Genesungswerk GW23 2007 back in stock, one of the best releases of this German Drone Records-artist! Comes in handpainted cardboard-box with inlays, very nice. lim /numb. 300 ! 14,00
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111 TAZARTES, GHEDALIA - Diasporas LP DAIS Records DAIS 021 2011 finally a vinyl re-issue of the maybe most well known & impressive TAZARTES album (recorded 1977, released 1979); his most expressive
debut! lim./numb. 500, with inlay, soon to be rare too ! 19,50 www.daisrecords.com
112 TESTCARD - #20 : ACCESS DENIED BOOK Ventil Verlag ISBN 978-3-931555-19-1 2011 Erste Ausgabe seit dem Tod von MARTIN BÜSSER, Thema: "Ortsverschiebungen in der realen und virtuellen Gegenwart":
Post Pop City Life, Subkulturelle Orte, "Soundscapes als akustisches Gedächtnis der Stadt", Queere Subkultur, "Sound, Orte und Landschaften", Sibirischer Underground, Artikel über Zuhause, Erinnerungsräume,
Identität, Ort des Musikmachens, Weltmusik 2.0, digitale Räume, etc.. Rezensionen von Tonträgern & Literatur, DVDs.. 296 Seiten, unverzichtbar !! 15,00 www.testcard.de
113 THAI ELEPHANT ORCHESTRA (TEO) - Water Music CD Mulatta Records MUL020 2010 the only album in our catalogue played entirely by ELEPHANTS ! 14 Elephants improvising on giant instruments in the Thai
jungle - build by DAVE SOLDIER & RICHARD LAIR - gamelan gongs, wood & metal instruments and percussion, and you can also hear them trumpeting....the only human involved in the sound-creation is a Buddhist
prayer at the beginning. Incredible stuff ! A video of the performance is available at mulatta.org !! 13,00 www.mulatta.org
114 TIETCHENS, ASMUS & JON MUELLER - 7 Stücke CD Auf Abwegen 2002 first collaboration, a meeting of two sounds worlds (electronic & instrumental) with great effect ! BACK IN STOCK lim. 500 13,00
115 TORTURING NURSE - Il Comunismo doveva morire CD Mind Flare Media MFM003 2010 probably the most radical & extreme harsh noise group from China (Shanghai) with a 73min. one-tracker filled with
devastating & brutal noise-attacks; one of their few fabric-pressed CDs that are currently available!! .. sounds like "MERZBOW & MASONNA doing an album together in one sitting while killing each other" (Arkus) 12,00
116 TROUM - SAIWS pic-7" & object Equation Records E=mc27 2011 BLUE MANDALAS & OCEAN WAVES! Picture-disc with unique "organic" object-cover designed by Eye.Lift: a printed gatefold "Sea & Sand" sleevebag filled with blue gel & blinking "sand" creating psychedelic, waving effects; on the record two tracks of nautical guitar drone-muzak, a soundtrack for oceanic imaginations, for standing at the sea; this is probably the
most beautiful TROUM artefact that was ever released !! Lim. 179 copies 28,50 http://www.chronoglide.com/Equation_mc27.html
117 VAN WISSEM, JOZEF - The Joy that never ends LP Important Records IMPREC329 2011 new material by the "sublime master of the lute", minimal repetitive compositions feat. film-maker JIM JARMUSCH (!), and
vocalist JEANNE MADIC. Vinyl-version limited to 500 copies 15,00 www.importantrecords.com CD VERSION AVAILABLE FOR € 13.00 !
119 VETROPHONIA - Formula of War CD Der Angriff Nr. 41 2011 RUSSIAN INDUSTRIAL / EXPERIMENTAL LEGENDS! The project of A. LEBEDEV-FRONTOV (LINIJA MASS) and NICK SUDNICK (ZGA) that is
completely dedicated to Futurism, features original compositions from F.B. PRATELLA & MARINETTI who wrote manifests about Futurist composing & music; comes in A5 folder with 5 postcards 13,00
120 V.A. - Holy Mother Russia LP Steinklang SK-IN 02 2004 last copies of this great "Russian" comp from 2004; lim. / numbered 500 / with HUM, BARDOSENETICCUBE, REUTOFF, LUNAR ABYSS QUARTET, LINIJA
MASS, SAL SOLARIS, STALNOY PAKT, LUCISFERRATO !!! 15,00 www.steinklang-records.at
121 V.A. - IMPREC300 LP Important Records IMPREC300 2011 10th anniversary release with exclusive material from BASS COMMUNION & PIG, MASTER MUSICIANS OF BUKKAKE, GRAILS, BARDO POND,
CHORD..:. one side is more "rocking", the other more "experimental".. 10,00 www.importantrecords.com
122 V.A. - Invisible Pyramid : Elegy Box 6 x CD-Box Last Visible Dog Records LVD 080-86 2005 re-discovered massive compilation full of dirges about died-out species, each song is dedicated to one extinct organism or
plant ... mainly stuff from the drone-ambient and weird folk scene collected here: BIRCHVILLE CAT MOTEL, PETER WRIGHT, STEVEN R: SMITH, UTON, AVARUS, ASHTRAY NAVIGATIONS, LOREN CHASSE,
MATT DE GENNARO, ONE INCH OF SHADOW, etc.. still to discover ! 48,00 www.lastvisibledog.com
123 V.A. - Radiation CD-R L White LW021 2003 back in stock this interesting theme-based dark ambient, electro industrial & harsh noise compilation (nuclear radiation) which is now more up to date than ever, with
STABAT MORS, BARADELAN, NARBENERDE, DAWN PROJEKT, GOVERNMENT ALPHA, I.S.ISABELLA, XOTOX, SEKTOR, etc.. lim. 200 oversized cover 10,00 www.lwhite-records.de
124 V.A. - Slave Ant Raid MC Sound of Pig SOP 1 1984 the VERY FIRST tape-release on SOUND OF PIG from 1984! A very early Industrial & experimental Post-Punk & weird sounds compilation with only US American
projects like SMERSH, HATERS, IF BWANA, 1/2 JAPANESE, SENSELESS HATE, WALLS OF GENIUS and some completely unknown... a great document of the US tape underground at this time !! 7,50
125 V.A. - Vox:one CD Ohm Records 0.8 ohm 2010 strong industrial / experimental compilation with intense tracks based entirely on the human voice of ELLEN AAGAARD: KK.NULL, WILT, BAND OF PAIN, KOBI,
FREDRIK NESS SEVENDAL, CHAOS AS SHELTER, MOURMANSK 150, OLE MELBY, PAL ASLE PETTERSEN, V.V. (VEN VOISEY), R/A/A/N. The material was collected already in 2001, but is finally released only
now in 2010 ! 12,00 www.ohmrecords.no
126 WHETHAM, SIMON - Velvet mCD-R Taalem alm 76 2011 24min piece from this very active British soundartist often working with processed field recordings - here he re-workes recordings made in South Wales for a
subtle sound-journey that developes from completely amorph hiss-drones to a revelation of more and more concrete details.. 5,00 www.taalem.org
127 WHITMAN, KEITH FULLERTON / ALIEN RADIO - split LP Dekorder 054 2011 music for "modular electronic music system"; ALIEN RADIO is a project of ULF SCH TE, who is also a member of DATASHOCK &
BLACK TO COMM; lim. ed - sold out the label already 13,00 www.dekorder.de
128 WYRM + NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS - Symmetrical Ecstasy CD-R Roil Noise RNOCDR118 2011 trance-inducing ambients & pulses by Drone Rec. artist WYRM in collaboration with ambient industrial legends
NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS, two long excellent tracks! numbered ed. 100 copies in metal tin box with laminated sticker 10,00 http://roilnoise.com
129 Z'EV - The Dossier Years CD Klanggalerie gg144 2011 re-issue of two classic Z'EV LPs from 1986 & 1988: "Schönste Muziek" and "Bust This!" (DOSSIER); powerful neo-shamanic percussion music using all kinds of
sound-sources ! lim. 300 15,00 www.klanggalerie.com
130 *AR - Wolf Notes LP Type Records TYPE093V 2011 collaboration project of RICHARD SKELTON & AUTUMN RICHARDSON; re-issue of deleted / rare CD; minimal melancholic beautyscapes based on sparse
instrumentation and female voice; lim. 500 16,50 www.typerecords.com
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